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ABSTRACT
Large-scale scientific simulations can be ported to heterogeneous
environments with GPUs using domain decomposition. However,
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based simulations require all-to-all
communication and large memory, which is beyond the capacity
of on-chip GPU memory. To overcome this, domain decomposition
solutions are combined with adaptive sampling or pruning around
the domain to reduce storage. Expression of such operations is a
challenge in existing FFT libraries like FFTW, and thus it is difficult to get a high performance implementation of such methods.
We demonstrate algorithm specification for one such simulation
(Hooke’s law) using FFTX, an emerging API with a SPIRAL-based
code generation back-end, and suggest future extensions useful for
GPU-based scientific computing.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Theory of computation → Parallel algorithms; • Data intensive parallel algorithms;

sampling patterns and pruning can be used, but are very difficult to
optimize since they are usually too complex to be expressed with an
API like FFTW. The user then cannot leverage the benefit of highly
optimized parallel FFT libraries like FFTW [4], MKL [5], etc. In this
work, we describe a case study of such a problem and suggest a solution using emerging frameworks for building high-performance
FFT-based applications on exascale machines.
For our case study, we use algorithm design strategies from
our on-going work on porting a large-scale FFT-based simulation
called MASSIF to heterogeneous environments. Micromechanical
Analysis of Stress-Strain Inhomogeneities with Fourier transforms
(MASSIF) is an FFT-based stress-strain simulation method for composites [10], [9], [7], [11]. The method solves a partial differential equation (PDE) by convolving 3D tensor fields with rank-4
Green’s function. The largest size currently simulated with MPI is
1024 × 1024 × 1024 with a memory requirement of more than 2TB.
Scaling and accelerating the MASSIF simulation is part of the DoD
HPC PETTT project and has a wide range of applications where
micromechanical properties of polycrystals are studied.
Turner et al. Integrating Materials and Manufacturing Innovation
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INTRODUCTION

Supercomputers with thousands of cores are used to run scientific
simulations to study various phenomena in science and engineering. However, legacy Fortran simulation codes cannot fully take
advantage of modern heterogeneous computing environments due
to various reasons associated with the mathematical operations
involved in the algorithm. For example, large-scale simulations involving parallel FFTs require all-to-all communication and extreme
memory requirements well beyond the small on-chip memory of a
GPU.
Thus, algorithm redesign and restructuring is necessary to port
legacy Fortran codes to heterogeneous systems with GPUs, and involves factoring in various communication latencies and GPU memory constraints. Algorithm innovations such as data-dependent
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Figure 1: Composite microstructure, composed of individual
grains. MASSIF simulates this 3D volume to compute local
Figure 3 uses the finite element mesh as a means to view the ff-HEDM dataset. In
stress and strain.
this case, each element in the mesh is assigned a unique ff-HEDM grain, and multiple
Fig. 3 The ff-HEDM data viewed on the accompanying finite element mesh. Color represents a grain
identification number

elements are assembled to represent the grains. The grains are then a voxellated representation of the actual grain, where in this case no distortion has been introduced to

the grain boundaries.
The color of each
grain represents domain-local
the Grain ID field in
In the next smooth
section,
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describe
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the ff-HEDM data. Since only the ff-HEDM data are used in this representation, the
exactto
morphology
of the grainsunder
is not availablethe
as the constraints
element-to-grain assignment
to port MASSIF
GPUs[6]
ofis GPU memory.
similar to a 3D Voronoi representation of the grain structure, differing due to the voxellated nature of a
the high
elements. Asperformance
the mesh density trends to infinity,
the representaHowever, achieving
implementation
of our
tion would converge toward an exact Voronoi representation.
Figure 4 uses
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finite element
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to show
the 69 grains used to are
align thenot expressible
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since
of
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operations
nf-HEDM data with the ff-HEDM data. In this case, the morphology of the grains is
in FFTW. We discuss the use of a new API, FFTX [2], still in early
stages of development, to demonstrate its potential in expressing
complex data mappings to well-optimized library kernels.
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BACKGROUND

Our method to port MASSIF to GPUs aims to lower storage and
communication requirements by using individual grains in the
composite microstructure as domains. However, the local update
requires an FFT-based convolution to be computed on each domain,
with a non-zero result in the full 3D volume. This exceeds GPU
memory capacity for large problem sizes ( e.g., 1024 × 1024 × 1024).
Fig. 4 The nf-HEDM data viewed on the accompanying finite element mesh. Color represents a grain
identification number

Hence, we propose a multi-resolution sampling pattern to reduce
storage while maintaining the ability to reconstruct solutions with
good accuracy. We make use of octrees (or quadtrees for 2D datasets)
to not only capture sampling patterns but also make it easier to
accumulate results on a distributed system. The construction of the
octree is based on sample density of an octree cell as a function
of distance from the domain. We use the decay properties of the
Green’s function convolution kernel and the size of the domain as
parameters to construct the octree. Fig. 2 shows the octree-derived
sampling pattern after convolving a domain with the Green’s function (shown in 2D for simplicity). The sampling rate decreases
with distance from the domain due to the dampening effect of the
Green’s function operator. The work in [6] discusses the slab-pencil
domain-local FFT method for the tensor fields involved in MASSIF
in more detail. Once all domains are processed, the results must be
accumulated locally before proceeding to the next iteration. This
is done by an algorithm for multi-resolution interpolation of the
octree cells that lie on the support of a domain.

//GPU side, compute on individual domain
#define NUMSUBPLANS 5
plan subplans[NUMSUBPLANS];
plan p; // top-level plan
//... Initialize ....
// create zero-initialized temporary
// n x n x n array with 3 x 3 tensor at each point
tmp1 = create_zero_temp(cube_size, tensor_size);
// copy k x k x k input domain into n x n x n tmp1
subplans[0] = copy_plan(domain, tmp1);// (from, to)
// DFT on the input
tmp2 = create_complex_temp(size_tmp1);
subplans[1] = dft_plan(tmp1);
//Tensor contraction
//In this case we know that output size is the same as tmp2
tmp3 = create_zero_temp(size_tmp2);
subplans[2] = tensor_contraction_plan(tmp2, data, tmp3,
dimensions_to_contract);//(in,data,out,info)
// iDFT on the contracted output
tmp4 = create_complex_temp(size_tmp3);
subplans[3] = inverse_dft_plan(tmp3, tmp4);
//The next plans apply adaptive sampling
subplans[4] = plan_sample(tmp4, final_output, Octree_S); // (from, to ,
Octree_descriptor)

Domain-local FFT &
Convolution with
Green’s function
zeros

// create the top level plan. this copies the sub-plan pointers
p = plan_compose(NUMSUBPLANS, subplans);

decaying
field

// plan to be used with execute()
return p;

Dense cube

Figure 3: FFTX multi-resolution sampling algorithm expressed as a collection of sub-plans.

Accumulation
and local update

local domain geometry and Green’s function, and used to map
sampled points to their respective locations in a dense cube by
the code-generation back-end of the library. This representation is
better suited for a distributed computing environment, since subregions of varying size and resolutions can be located in memory
using addresses inferred from the descriptor S. An example FFTX
program written using API calls is as shown in Fig. 3. For the
accumulation algorithm, an FFTX multi-resolution interpolation
plan can copy out required samples and perform accumulation after
linear interpolation.
Other examples. Examples of other scientific codes requiring
pruning for use with GPUs include Poisson’s equation solvers [8],
Maxwell’s equations using pseudo-spectral methods [12],[1]. FFTX
can play a crucial role in these and similar PDE-based simulations
that extensively use FFTs. Additionally, there are opportunities for
innovative simulation algorithm design on clusters like Summit
with IBM POWER9 CPUs, GPUs connected by NVLINK and unified
memory.

Adaptive sampling

Figure 2: An individual domain convolved with Green’s
function, resulting in a dense field. Octree-based sampling
pattern is used to sample the domain exterior, so that storage on GPU is reduced but reconstruction with good accuracy is possible. The octree cells around the domain have
decreased sampling rate, denoted by lighter colors.
Performance models have been used to theoretically predict
the performance of our method. However, it is highly difficult to
optimize the operations involved in domain-local FFT and tensor
contraction coupled with octree-based sampling across various
heterogeneous platforms during implementation.
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ALGORITHM SPECIFICATION WITH FFTX

The FFTX API [3] is designed to provide a familiar interface for
expressing complex mappings of multidimensional data to welloptimized FFT-based kernels while a SPIRAL-based code generation
back-end [2] handles optimizations across various hardware platforms. The API acts as a domain specific language (DSL) for the
code generator, effectively decoupling algorithm specification and
code optimization.
The use of a new descriptor derived from octree and quadtree
data structures instead of offsets and strides in FFTX data mapping
functions can allow the expression of the sampling patterns seen in
our algorithm. The quadtree or octree object S will have a stored
array of corner locations (x, y, z) of the octree cells, sizes sz and
their corresponding sampling rates r . The ith entry in the descriptor
is of the form [(x i , yi , zi ), szi , r i ]. S is generated based on known
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CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

Algorithmic strategies such as domain-local adaptive sampling or
pruning enable us to simulate larger problem sizes than previously
possible, thus leading to new insights in exploratory scientific computing. We suggest the use of an API like FFTX to express algorithm
specifications such as complex data mappings required to manipulate large-memory problems in GPU environments. The FFTX
programs in this paper demonstrate effectiveness of the API in
abstracting code optimization away from the user, while a codegeneration back-end such as SPIRAL can be used to obtain high
performance on various hardware platforms.
2
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